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Abstract. Two new Abelian groups are introduced in this paper. These Abelian groups are constructed 
based on the two families JR 2CN and JR 3CN. The elements of these Abelian groups are ordered 
pairs, each ordered pair represents an integer that can be represented as a summation of two signed 
cubic numbers which belongs to JR 2CN or three signed cubic numbers which belongs to JR 3CN. 
Two new binary operations have been defined to be associated with each family to form an Abelian 
group. Properties and propositions have been introduced. A one to one corresponding homomorphism 
function on JR 2CN and JR 3CN has been successfully defined.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The motivation behind constructing such groups was based on an unusual question: How to create new 
groups whose elements are ordered pair to employ them in public key Cryptography. The only known groups 
whose elements are ordered pairs are those which related to Elliptic curve cryptography. Elliptic curve 
cryptography groups are only used in Elliptic curve cryptography and cannot employ them in public key 
cryptography in general.  
 In (Rand Alfaris and Hailiza Kamarulhaili, 2010), we introduced two new families JR 2CN and JR 3CN 
that generate two infinite subsets of integer numbers as a sum of two and three signed cubes respectively. Based 
on these two families, two new binary operations have been defined, followed by constructing two new Abelian 
groups.  
 When constructing new groups, we start with defining the binary operation. Some subgroups, normal 
subgroups and fractional groups are introduced for each family. Most importantly, we found an isomorphism 
from JR 2CN to JR 3CN.  
 This paper contains two main results. The first result is defining two new binary operations. These two new 
Abelian groups are based on special kind of numbers which they are the integer numbers that can be represented 
as a summation of two and three cubic numbers, The elements of the two groups are not numbers but they are 
ordered pairs which are considered rare in group theory. The second result is constructing an Isomorphism 
between the two Abelian groups. The Isomorphism indicates that there is a one to one correspondence between 
the two families. Isomorphism means transferring the properties and the features from one Abelian group to 
another. Finding an isomorphism between the two groups is suffice to study only one group and applied the 
results to the other. 
 The work been done in this research, emerged the two areas, the number theory and group theory under one 
roof. As we mentioned earlier, the motivation behind constructing new Abelian groups, in addition to add two 
new Abelian groups to the list of the Abelian groups have been constructed so far, is to apply them in 
cryptography and to be specific, in public key cryptography and this will be our next step. The first application, 
as in (Andreas Enge, 2002) and (Eriault, 2003), is working on the Jacobian of hyperelliptic curve where the 
Jacobian is an Abelian group and as such it can serve as group for the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). The 
second application is using the Abelian groups in factorization methods in cryptography (Montgomery, 1987), 
such as elliptic curve, 1 and 1 methods where each operates in an Abelian group. On the other hand, an 
application has been going on these new Abelian groups to construct finite Abelian groups based on JR 2CN 
and JR 3CN. 
 This paper is organized as follows. The second section is on construction of the Abelian group that is 
related to the summation of two signed cubes as in (Rand Alfaris and Hailiza Kamarulhaili, 2010), denoted by 

JR 2CN, JR CN . The third section is on construction of an Abelian group that is related to the summation of 
three signed cubes, denoted by JR 3CN, JR CN , we mostly depend on (Stroppel, 2006) and (Zassenhaus, 
1999). Section four is allocated to introducing the properties of each Abelian group, where we discussed some 
subgroups, normal subgroups and the fractional groups of each Abelian group. The last section discusses the 
Isomorphism between JR 2CN, JR CN  and JR 3CN, JR CN , the main reference was (Krylov, 2003). 
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The Abelian Group : 
 We have defined the elements of the set JR 2CN in (Rand Alfaris and Hailiza Kamarulhaili 2010) as 
ordered pairs ,  such that, , JR 2CN if and only if 6 2 , where ,

;  , . Or in the form of set definition, we say,  
JR 2CN , : 6 2  Where j x a, r x a,, ,  
 
 We will define a binary operation on this set, we call it the addition on JR 2CN. 
  
Definition 2.1:  
 let JR CN represents a relation on the set of Cartesian product of JR 2CN JR 2CN. We define 

JR CN on JR 2CN, such that for 1,2, let  and ,  , , ,  JR 2CN 
then, 
  

, JR CN , ,   
 6 2 . 

 
 We call JR CN the addition on JR 2CN. 
 
 With simple algebra we can prove that: 
 

6 2 . 
 
 By using the properties of the family JR 2CN that have been discussed in (Rand Alfaris and Hailiza 
Kamarulhaili 2010), we can define the equality of two ordered pairs in JR 2CN. 
 
Proposition 2.1:  
  , , ,  JR 2CN, with  and  , for 1,2. We say ,  ,  if 
and only if  and . 
 
Proof:  
 On the left hand side we have ,  , . 

,  JR 2CN means 6 2 . But, from the assumption we have  and , 
so that, 

,          (2.1) 
 

          (2.2) 
 From the first equation we can find that 

          (2.3) 
 
 Now to put this result in the second equation, we can conclude that  and substituting this result in 
equation (2.2), we can conclude that . 
 
 On the same manner we can prove that if  and  then ,  , . 
 Proposition (2.1) will be helpful to prove that JR CN is well define on JR 2CN in the next proposition. 
 
Proposition 2.2:  

JR CN is well define on JR 2CN. 
 
Proof:  
  , , , , , , ,  JR 2CN JR 2CN, where ,  and 

 and , for 1,2. Let , , , , , , , then we have the 
following, 
 

, JR CN , , , 
 
 Thus we have, 
 

 6 2 . 
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 But we already have , , , , , , . By using proposition (2.1), we have ,
,  and , ,  which means, 

  
6 2 6 2  

, 
 
and this leads to  
 

, ,  
, JR CN , , JR CN ,  

 
 Then JR CN is well defined. 
 
Proposition 2.3:  
 JR CN is closed, associative and commutative over JR 2CN. 
 
Proof: 
   , , ,  JR 2CN with , , for 1,2 then  
 

, JR CN , ,  
6 2 , 

 
 But,  and ,  and  for some , , ,   and  and 

, then 
6 2  

JR CN is closed over JR 2CN. 
 
 Also, JR CN is associative because it can be easily proven that  
 

, JR CN ,  JR CN , , JR CN , JR CN , . 
 
 To prove JR CN is commutative over JR 2CN, we need to show that  
 

, JR CN , , JR CN ,  
 
 By the definition of JR CN 
 

, JR CN , ,  
  
 If and only if  
 

6 2  
6 2  

 
 If and only if   
 

, JR CN , ,  
 
 Which proves that JR CN is commutative over JR 2CN. 
 
Proposition 2.4:  
 Under the binary operation JR CN on the set JR 2CN, the unique identity element is 0,0  and the unique 
inverse element is ,  for each element , .  
 
Proof:  
 Easily we can prove that 0,0  is identity and it is unique under the summation on JR 2CN. Also, it is 
easy to prove that , JR 2CN, there is a unique inverse element which is , . 
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Proposition 2.5:  
JR 2CN, JR CN  is an Abelian group. 

 
Proof:  
 By using definition (2.1) and the propositions (2.2, 2.3 and 2.4) we can prove that JR 2CN, JR CN  is 
Abelian group. 
 
The Abelian Group : 
 In (Rand Alfaris and Hailiza Kamarulhaili 2010), it has been defined that the elements which belong to the 
set JR 3CN as ordered pairs ,  such that , JR 3CN if and only if 3 3 , 
where ,  , , , in other word, we say, 
 
JR 3CN , : 3 3 , ,  
 
 Now we define the addition on the set JR 3CN as a binary operation. And later we will prove that it is 
well define and provide all the properties of the binary operation on the set to form a group. 
 
Definition 3.1:  
 let JR CN represents a relation on the set of Cartesian product of JR  3CN JR 3CN. We define 

JR CN on JR 3CN such that, for 1,2, let ,  , , ,  JR 3CN then,  
 

, JR CN , ,   
 3 3 . 

 
 We call JR CN the addition on JR 3CN. 
 
 With simple algebra we can prove that 
 

3 3 . 
 
 Next proposition is on the equality of ordered pairs in JR 3CN. 
                                
Proposition 3.1:  
 For all , , ,  JR 3CN with , for 1,2, we say that ,  ,  if 
and only if  and . 
 
Proof:  
 On the left hand side we have ,  , , which directly implies  and from the first 
component we get . By using the definition of the elements in JR 3CN, we get  which 
gives . 
 
 On the other side, as long as we have  and  then definitely  which leads to 

,  , .  
 
 Now we need to prove that JR CN is well define over JR 3CN. 
 
Proposition 3.2:  
 JR CN is well define on JR 3CN. 
 
Proof:  
  , , , , , , ,  JR 3CN JR 3CN, where  and 

, for 1,2. Let , , , , , , , then we have to prove the following, 
, JR CN , , JR CN , . 

 
 By the definition of JR CN, 
 

, JR CN , , if and only if 
 3 3  
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 But we already have , , , , , , . By using the normal equality of the 
ordered pairs and proposition (3.1), we get, 
 

, ,  and , ,  which gives the first two pairs,  and  and for 
the second two pairs,  and . 
 
 Now we have,  
 
3 3 3 3  

, 
 
and this leads to  
 

, ,  
, JR CN , , JR CN ,  

 
 Then JR CN is well defined. 
 
Proposition 3.3:  
 JR CN is closed, associative and commutative over JR 3CN. 
 
Proof:  
  , , ,  JR 3CN with , for 1,2 , we have  
 

, JR CN , ,   
 3 3   

 
 Now, there exist some ,  and  and we get, 

 3 3  JR 3CN. 
 
 Then JR CN is closed over JR 3CN. 
 
 We will leave the proof of showing that JR CN is associative over JR 3CN as it is directly from the 
definition. 
 
 Now we prove that JR CN is commutative over JR 3CN, we need to show that  
 

, JR CN , , JR CN ,  
  
 By the definition of JR CN 
 

, JR CN , ,  
 
 If and only if  
 

 3 3 .  
 
 Thus implies, 
 

3 3  
 
 `If and only if  
 

, JR CN , , . 
 
 Which proves that JR CN is commutative over JR 3CN.  
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Proposition 3.4:  
 Under the binary operation JR CN on the set JR 3CN, the unique identity element is 0,0  and the 
unique inverse element is ,  for each element , .  
 
Proof:  
 The proof of the uniqueness of 0,0  is elementary and so that we will leave it. 0,0  provides the basic 
feature of the identity element which is, for all , JR 3CN, we have  
 

, JR CN 0,0 0, 0  
          , . 
 
 Also it is easy to prove that ,  is unique for each , JR 3CN and  

, JR CN , ,  
          0,0  

Proposition 3.5:  
 JR 3CN, JR CN  is an Abelian group. 
 
Proof:  
 By using definition (3.1) and the propositions (3.2, 3.3 and 3.4) we can prove that JR 3CN, JR CN  is an 
Abelian group. 
 
Subgroups, Normal Subgroups and Fractional Groups of ,  and , : 
 
Some of The Subgroups In : 
 

, JR CN  when , JR 2CN:  . 
 
Proposition 4.1:  
 , JR CN  is a subgroup in JR 2CN.  
 
Proof:  
 0,0  and if ,  then ,   it means each element in  has its own inverse. It is only left 
to show that, 
 

 , , , ,  JR CN ,  
 
 We have 
 
 ,  JR CN , ,  JR CN ,  

,  
 

, JR CN  when , JR 2CN,  . 
 
Proposition 4.2:  

, JR CN  is a subgroup in JR 2CN.  
 
Proof:  
 It is easy to see that 0,0  and if ,  then , ,  . Now, we only need to show, 
 

 , , , ,  JR CN ,  
 
We have 
 
 ,  JR CN , ,  JR CN ,  

,  
,  
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The Normal Subgroups in : 
 Every subgroup in JR 2CN is a normal subgroup because JR 2CN is an Abelian group. 
 
The Fractional Groups Related To : 
 As long as every normal subgroup can formulate a fractional group, then we have:  
 

JR CN ,  with , JR 2CN:   is fractional group with the binary operation  that defined as: 

 
 , , , JR 2CN then, we have 
, JR CN , JR CN , JR CN , JR CN . 

 

 The elements of 
JR CN

 take the following form: 
JR 2CN

, JR CN : , JR 2CN  

, JR CN , : , JR 2CN, , , 
, ,   
,  

6 2 , , , . 
 

JR CN
,  with , JR 2CN,   is fractional group with the same binary operation that 

defined above. 
 

 The elements of 
JR CN

 take the following form: 

 
JR 2CN

, JR CN : , JR 2CN  

              , JR CN , : , JR 2CN, , ,  
                  , ,   
              ,  
              6 2 , , , . 
 

Some of The Subgroups In : 
 Each element in JR 3CN is written in the form of ,  with  . We will consider now the 
following subsets. 
 

The subset of all the elements in JR 3CN that have two equal components. 
 Let  be the subset of JR 3CN that defined as the following 

, JR 3CN: where  , . 
According to this definition we have   and  then, 
 

  2 . 
 
 So that, the ordered pairs that belong to  must have the form , , then we can write, 
 

, JR 3CN: . 
 
Proposition 4.3:  
 , JR CN  is a subgroup in JR 3CN.  
 
Proof:  
 First we have 0,0   if ,  then ,  it means each element in  has its own 
inverse. Also we can easily prove that,  
 

 , , , ,  JR CN ,  
 
 The subset of all the elements in JR 3CN that have the ordered pairs in the form of ,  .  
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 Now we need to find what  is. If the second component is  then, then the first component   and 
we have the first component is the negative of the second then we have,  which gives, 
 

  0. 
 
 Now, let  be a subset of JR 3CN such that  
 

, JR 3CN:  
 
Proposition 4.4:  
 , JR CN  is subgroup in JR 3CN. 
 
Proof:  
 The identity element 0,0 . If ,  then ,  because ,

, , . 
 
Now,  , , ,  

,  JR CN , ,  JR CN ,  
,  

  
 
The Normal Subgroups In : 
 Every subgroup in JR 3CN is a normal subgroup because JR 3CN is an Abelian group. 
 
The Fractional Groups Related To : 
 The both subgroups  and  are normal and so that we can construct fractional groups out of them that 
related to JR 3CN. 
 

JR CN ,  with , JR 3CN:  is fractional group with the binary operation  that defined 

as: 
 

 , , , JR 3CN then, we have 
, JR CN , JR CN , JR CN , JR CN . 

 The elements of 
JR CN

 take the following form: 

 
JR 3CN

, JR CN : , JR 3CN  

, JR CN , : , JR 3CN, , ,    
, 2  

3 2 3 2 , , , . 
 

JR CN
,  with S , JR 3CN:  is fractional group with the binary operation  that defined 

as: 
 , , , JR 3CN then, we have 

, JR CN , JR CN , JR CN , JR CN . 
  

 The elements of 
JR CN

 take the following form: 

 
JR 3CN

, JR CN : , JR 3CN  

, JR CN , : , JR 3CN, , , 
   

,  
3 3 , , , . 
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The Isomorphism between  and : 
 The isomorphism between JR-2CN and JR-3CN is important because it helps to study the features of the 
Abelian group JR-3CN through the Abelian group JR-2CN. It helps to transfer the properties of the group JR-
2CN to the group JR-3CN.  
 
Proposition 5.1:  
 Consider the function  from JR 2CN, JR CN  to JR 3CN, JR CN . We define  as the following 

: JR 2CN JR 3CN, 
 such that, 

, , , ,  JR 2CN. 
 
 Then  is one-to-one correspondence from JR 2CN, JR CN  to JR 3CN, JR CN . 
 
Proof:  
 : JR 2CN JR 3CN, let , , ,  JR 2CN.  
We have  
 

, ,  
 
 And we need to prove that , ,  
 
Recall, 
 

, ,  and , ,  
 
But, we have, 
 

, ,  
 
That means 
 

, ,  
 
By using proposition (3.1) we get that  and . Now by using proposition (2.1) we get, 

, ,  
 
Then  is one to one function. 
Now, let , JR 3CN such that , , . According to the definition of  
we have  
 , ,   and , which there is problem of chosen such ordered pair in the 
domain.  
Then  is onto function. 
 
Proposition 5.2: 

  is Isomorphism. 
 
Proof:  

First we need to proof  is homomorphism, and to do that we need to show, 
 

, JR CN ,  , JR CN ,  
 

, , ,  JR 2CN. 
 
To prove that, we have to recall the definition of ,  
 

, , ,  
 
and, 
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, , . 
 
Now,  
 
 , JR CN , ,  
                                                                   ,  
                                                                   , JR CN ,  
                                                                   , JR CN ,  
Which means,  is homomorphism. 

By using proposition (5.1) we get  is homomorphism and one-to-one correspondence. Then  is 
isomorphism. 

With this isomorphism, we accomplish two purposes, the first one is classifying which integers belong to 
JR-3CN through JR-2CN and the second one is we can classify and categorize which integers that resulted from 
the summation of two signed cubes can also be resulted as a summation of three signed cubes. For instance, the 
ordered pair 0,2 , with 1 and 1 that belongs to JR-2CN, under this isomorphism, 
 

1 1,1 1 1 1, 1 , 
 
gives the ordered pair 2, 1  that belongs to JR-3CN and both of the ordered pairs give the same integer 
which is 8. 
 
Conclusion:  
 We constructed two new Abelian groups based on the two families that generate infinite subsets of integers 
as a sum of two and three signed cubes. Some of the subgroups, normal subgroups have been introduced in 
section four. Defining an isomorphism between the two families was one of our main results and we introduced 
it in section five. The future works regarding the groups JR2CN and JR3CN is to cover all the possible proper 
normal sub groups, which leads to cover all the fractional groups. Our main goal in the future is constructing 
two new rings and then fields to be associated with these two families. As hyperelliptic curve cryptography 
involved operations on Jacobian Abelian groups, thus has become part of our motivation to look into the 
application of these two new Abelian groups in the area of cryptography. Another motivation is to pursue our 
work into integer factorization methods that utilize Abelian groups.  
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